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ABSTRACT Mechanical interactions between cell and substrate are involved in vital cellular functions from migration to
signal transduction. A newly developed technique, traction force microscopy, makes it possible to visualize the dynamic
characteristics of mechanical forces exerted by fibroblasts, including the magnitude, direction, and shear. In the present study
such analysis is applied to migrating normal and transformed 3T3 cells. For normal cells, the lamellipodium provides almost
all the forces for forward locomotion. A zone of high shear separates the lamellipodium from the cell body, suggesting that
they are mechanically distinct entities. Timing and distribution of tractions at the leading edge bear no apparent relationship
to local protrusive activities. However, changes in the pattern of traction forces often precede changes in the direction of
migration. These observations suggest a frontal towing mechanism for cell migration, where dynamic traction forces at the
leading edge actively pull the cell body forward. For H-ras transformed cells, pockets of weak, transient traction scatter
among small pseudopods and appear to act against one another. The shear pattern suggests multiple disorganized
mechanical domains. The weak, poorly coordinated traction forces, coupled with weak cell-substrate adhesions, are likely
responsible for the abnormal motile behavior of H-ras transformed cells.
INTRODUCTION
Complex mechanical interactions take place at cell-sub-
strate and cell-cell adhesion sites. Forces generated at these
sites are involved in determining the cell shape and sup-
porting cell migration, allowing cells to perform such im-
portant functions as wound healing and embryonic morpho-
genesis (for a review see Galbraith and Sheetz, 1998). These
mechanical interactions likely involve a combination of
substrate anchorage and contraction (Lauffenburger and
Horwitz, 1996; Elson et al., 1997; Sheetz et al., 1998).
Counter forces exerted by the substrate onto cells then cause
the cell or part of it to move forward. By coordinating the
magnitude of forces and the strength of adhesions in differ-
ent regions, the cell is able to extend or migrate in a specific
direction (Lauffenburger and Horwitz, 1996; Elson et al.,
1997; Sheetz et al., 1998).
To address the mechanism of cell locomotion, it is im-
portant to determine the spatial and temporal pattern of
cell-cell and cell-substrate mechanical interactions. For
many decades cultured fibroblasts have been used as a
model for studying cell migration and cell-substrate inter-
actions. In addition, fibroblasts transfected with oncogenes
such as H-ras manifest typical cancer phenotypes such as
anchorage-independent growth and metastasis (Bondy et al.,
1985; Varani et al., 1986; Brown et al., 1989; Egan et al.,
1987; Byers et al., 1991), making them ideal candidates for
studying the effects of oncogenic transformation on cell-
substrate mechanical interactions.
Traction stresses generated by fibroblasts were first in-
vestigated using thin silicone rubber substrata (Harris et al.,
1980; Leader et al. 1983), where wrinkles appear as a result
of compression and stretching. However, because wrinkling
is an inherently nonlinear and chaotic process, there is no
known theoretical method for predicting the wrinkles that
will occur in a substratum as a result of complex loading.
Although significant efforts have been made to develop
alternative methods for force detection (Galbraith and
Sheetz, 1997), and to improve the silicone rubber technique
for better quantification and versatility (Burton and Taylor,
1997; Oliver et al., 1998; Burton et al., 1999), quantitative
mapping of traction stresses during fibroblast migration has
yet to be accomplished.
In the present study we have acquired images depicting
the dynamics of various characteristics of the forces at the
cell-substratum interface. The new approach, referred to as
traction force microscopy, is based on our recently devel-
oped polyacrylamide substrates (Wang and Pelham, 1998)
and on the application of computational procedures to con-
vert measurements of substrate deformation into a maxi-
mum likelihood estimate of the traction stresses (Dembo
and Wang, 1999). Improvements in data collection, analy-
sis, and rendering have now made it possible to generate
time-lapse images and shear fields of traction stress at a
high spatial and temporal resolution. We have applied this
approach to analyze the dynamics of cell-substrate mechan-
ical interactions for normal and transformed cells. Our re-
sults indicate that normal NIH 3T3 cells exert strong, dy-
namic propulsive forces within a discrete zone near the
leading edge, which are likely responsible for towing the
cell body forward during cell migration. In contrast, H-ras
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transformed cells display transient, weak, and poorly coor-
dinated traction stress all along the cell perimeter. Our
observations allow us to propose a frontal towing model for
fibroblast migration.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of polyacrylamide substrates
Thin sheets of polyacrylamide gel were prepared from acrylamide (Bio-
Rad, Richmond, CA; 40% w/v) and N,N-methylene-bis-acrylamide (BIS,
Bio-Rad; 2% w/v) and adhered to activated coverslips, as described in
detail previously (Wang and Pelham, 1998). All the substrates used in this
study contained 5% acrylamide, 0.1% BIS, and 1:100 dilution of fluores-
cent latex beads (0.2-m FluoSpheres, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). A
15-l volume of the acrylamide solution was spread onto the surface of an
activated large coverslip (45  50 mm) and contained under a 22-mm-
diameter circular coverslip. Type I collagen was covalently attached to the
surface of the polyacrylamide gel using photoactivatable heterobifunc-
tional reagent sulfosuccinimidyl 6 (4-azido-2-nitrophenyl-amino) hexano-
ate (sulfo-SANPAH), as described previously (Wang and Pelham, 1998).
Characterization of substrates
Steady-state thickness of the polyacrylamide sheets at 37°C was estimated
to be 75 m, by focusing a microscope with a calibrated focusing knob
from the glass surface to the surface of the polyacrylamide gel. Young’s
modulus of the polyacrylamide sheets was determined based on the Hertz
theory, similar to the method used in atomic force microscopy (Radmacher
et al., 1992). Briefly, a steel ball (0.64-mm diameter, 7.2 g/cm3; Microball
Co., Peterborough, NH) was placed onto the polyacrylamide sheets em-
bedded with fluorescent beads. The resulting indentation was measured by
following the vertical position of surface fluorescent beads under the center
of the steel ball with the microscope focusing mechanism. Young’s mod-
ulus was calculated as Y  3(1  v2)2f2/4d3/2r1/2, where f is the buoyancy-
corrected weight of the steel ball, d is the indentation of the substrate, r is
the radius of the steel ball, and v is the Poisson ratio of polyacrylamide
assumed to be 0.3 in this study (Li et al., 1993). This method yielded a
Young’s modulus of 28  103 N/m2 for the substrates.
Cell culture and microscopy
Polyacrylamide substrates were equilibrated with the culture medium for
approximately 30 min at 37°C. NIH 3T3 cells and a metastatic line of H-ras
transformed NIH 3T3 cells, PAP2, were kindly provided by Dr. Ann
Chambers (Bondy et al., 1985; Hill et al., 1988). The cells were cultured in
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), supple-
mented with 10% donor calf serum (JHR Biosciences, Lenexa, KS), 2 mM
L-glutamine, 50 g/ml streptomycin, and 50 U/ml penicillin (Gibco-BRL,
Gaithersburg, MD).
Phase images of cells, fluorescent images of substrates-embedded
beads, and combined phase/fluorescence images were collected with a
Zeiss 40X, NA 0.65 Achromat phase objective on a Zeiss IM-35 micro-
scope. The microscope was equipped with a stage incubator. Bead images
of relaxed substrates were collected at the end of time-lapse recordings by
microinjecting cells with Gc-globulin, a known actin cytoskeleton inhibitor
(Van Baelen et al., 1980; Goldschmidt-Clermont et al., 1985; Lee and
Galbraith, 1992). All images were collected with a cooled CCD camera
(TE/CCD-576EM; Princeton Instruments, Trenton, NJ) and processed for
background subtraction using custom programs.
Calculation and rendering of traction magnitude
and shear
Deformation of the substrate by cultured cells was determined relative to
the relaxed substrate, based on pattern recognition using a cross-correlation
algorithm. Briefly, a force-loaded bead image was first divided into small
square areas. The computer program then tried to match the bead pattern in
each small square against the pattern in different regions of the null-force
image, searching for a best match. Deformation vectors were then drawn
from the position in the null-force image to the position in the force-loaded
image with the best match. The degree of match was scored with a
normalized cross-correlation equation, which yielded a value of 1 for a
perfect match and 0 for no similarity. No vector was assigned if this value
fell below a user-defined threshold. In regions where the deformation was
larger than one pixel, additional vectors were generated at a progressively
shortened distance from each other to provide a higher density of data. The
size of the square, the distance for the pattern search, and the threshold for
positive identification were determined empirically, to generate an optimal
set of vectors that matched visual assessment of substrate displacement
when the null and force-loaded images were displayed in quick succession.
Cell boundaries were drawn manually using phase images and a custom
interactive program. Coordinates defining the deformation field and cell
boundary were then input into a supercomputer and analyzed with a
maximum likelihood algorithm, which generates traction vectors at pre-
assigned nodes throughout the cell (Dembo and Wang, 1999). Average
compressive stress was calculated by averaging the absolute values of
stress vectors projected onto specified directions. The projection was
obtained by multiplying the magnitude of the vector with the cosine of the
angle between the vector and the direction of projection. The traction
magnitude, mag, and shear, shr, are defined as follows:
magT T  Tx2 Ty2	1/2 (1)
shrT 2xTx2 yTx xTy2 2yTy2	1/2, (2)
where T  [Tx(x, y), Ty(x, y)] is the continuous field of traction vectors
underlying the cell.
One should notice that shr(T) essentially measures the magnitude of the
spatial derivatives of the traction field with a combination of derivatives.
Spatial derivatives of the traction field are of biological interest because,
potentially, they can identify locations where there are sudden qualitative
changes in contractility or adhesion. For purposes of comparing such
changes across different cells and between different regions of the same
cell, one is mainly interested in the changes relative to the prevailing
background of traction. Thus, it is useful to normalize the shear fields by
dividing with the corresponding traction magnitude. The ratio will be
referred to as normalized shear. Pseudo-color images were obtained by first
determining the magnitude of the scalar or vector at each pixel within the
cell boundary by interpolation and then converting the magnitude into
different red-green-blue color combinations.
RESULTS
Traction force microscopy
The basic approach for mapping traction stresses has been
described in Dembo and Wang (1999). The method is based
on the use of flexible polyacrylamide substrates, coated with
extracellular matrix proteins (type I collagen in the present
study) for cell adhesion and embedded with fluorescent
beads for tracking the deformation as a result of exerted
forces. Several modifications were made to improve the
spatial resolution and to facilitate the visualization of cal-
culated results. First, substrate stiffness was optimized for
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FIGURE 1 Traction force microscopy. (A) Fluorescent microspheres embedded in polyacrylamide substrates, used for the detection of substrate surface
deformation as a result of forces exerted by a NIH 3T3 fibroblast. The image was recorded with simultaneous illumination for phase contrast and
epi-fluorescence. Arrow indicates the direction of cell migration. (B) Deformation vectors, plotted over the phase image of the cell. Deformation was
determined by comparing the distribution of microspheres before and after force relaxation. Regions devoid of vectors either contained few fluorescent
beads or went out of focus as a result of traction. (C) Field of traction stresses, shown as vectorial arrows within the boundary of the cell. (D) Field of traction
stresses, rendered as a color image after mapping the magnitude of stress into different colors that range from violet (9.20  102 dyn/cm2) to red (3.60 
105 dyn/cm2). The segmented scheme of pseudo-color mapping, as shown along the right edge, allowed the visualization of both the magnitude of stress
and the iso-magnitude contours. (E) Normalized shear of traction that ranges from violet (2.02  102 cm1) to red (5.53  104 cm1), reflecting the local
complexity of traction forces. Areas of uniformly low shear most likely represent mechanically integrated domains. Bands of high shear most likely
represent boundaries between these domains. Scale bar, 20 m.
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the detection of deformation by NIH 3T3 cells, by system-
atically adjusting the concentrations of acrylamide and bis-
acrylamide until the maximal traction generated 10–15 pix-
els of bead displacement. Too stiff a substrate yielded small
deformation and large errors; too soft a substrate caused
problems with maintaining the plane of focus. Second, the
concentration of fluorescent beads was increased by 50–
100% (Fig. 1 A), which minimized areas devoid of fluores-
cent marker beads and allowed the generation of a higher
density of deformation vectors. Third, deformation was
analyzed not by tracking individual beads but by pattern
recognition (see Materials and Methods). This allowed a
more uniform distribution of deformation vectors. To fur-
ther increase the amount of useful information, the density
of deformation vectors was increased automatically where
significant bead displacements were found by generating
additional vectors at a progressively shorter distance from
each other (Fig. 1 B). Calculated traction stresses were
displayed either as arrows (Fig. 1 C) or as pseudo-color
images of the magnitude (mag(T); Fig. 1 D). The scheme of
pseudo-color, shown in Fig. 1 D, sacrifices directional in-
formation of the vectors but facilitates the visualization of
magnitudes and iso-magnitude contours.
One major advance in the current study is our ability to
obtain time-lapse sequence of traction forces. The increase in
the speed of data processing makes it practical to collect data
at short intervals, to analyze the traction maps frame by frame,
and to render the pseudo-color images as motion pictures. We
have currently achieved a temporal resolution of up to 40 s
and an estimated spatial resolution of 3–4 m, which are more
than adequate for studying the relationship between traction
forces and the slow migration of 3T3 cells. Furthermore, local
protrusions were on average 9 m in diameter, with each
cycle lasting on average for 55 s (
39 s SD). Thus, it is also
practical to address the relationship between traction forces and
protrusive activities.
In addition to magnitude and direction we have calculated
shr(T), which reflects the local spatial derivative of the traction
vectors (see Eq. 2 in Materials and Methods for definition).
Because spatial fluctuations in traction are meaningful only in
comparison with the average traction in a local area, we found
it most informative to normalize shr(T) against mag(T) in a
pixel-by-pixel fashion (Fig. 1 E). Thus, within a region where
tractions are relatively constant in proportion to the back-
ground, the normalized shear values should be low. Along the
boundaries of discrete mechanical domains, the ratio shr(T)/
mag(T) should be high and unstable. This allows us to detect
discrete domains in a cell.
Characteristics of traction forces generated by
normal NIH 3T3 cells
Most NIH 3T3 cells underwent steady migration on poly-
acrylamide substrates, with stable, well-defined leading and
trailing edges that persisted for up to 2 h (Fig. 2 A). Small
FIGURE 2 Spatial organization of traction stress generated by a migrat-
ing normal 3T3 fibroblast. (A) Phase contrast image of a migrating normal
3T3 fibroblast. The cell showed a well-defined leading edge and trailing
edge during migration. Arrow indicates the direction of cell migration. (B)
Magnitude of traction stress rendered as a color image, with traction stress
ranging from violet (9.20  102 dyn/cm2) to red (3.60  105 dyn/cm2).
Strong tractions, denoted in red, were constrained to a thin band along the
leading edge of the cell. (C) Angular distribution of average compressive
stress. Arrowhead denotes the orientation of the long axis of the cell. Scale
bar, 20 m.
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protrusions sometimes appeared along the sides (Fig. 1 D).
These protrusions were short-lived in most cases but occa-
sionally were able to expand and replace an existing leading
edge, causing a change in the direction of migration (dis-
cussed later). In agreement with our previous studies
(Dembo and Wang, 1999; Pelham and Wang, 1999), all the
significant traction forces were directed toward the interior
of the cell. From the general organization of the traction
field, one can conclude that essentially all the propulsive
forces for forward migration were concentrated at the lead-
ing edge (Figs. 1, C and D and 2 B), although strong foci of
retarding traction were sometimes present in the tail region
FIGURE 3 Dynamics of traction stress generated by a migrating normal 3T3 fibroblast. (A–D) Phase contrast images of a migrating NIH 3T3 fibroblast
at t  0, 6 min 27 s, 12 min 46 s, and 19min 14 s. Arrows in A and D indicate the direction of cell migration at the beginning and end of the experiment
respectively. (E–H) Color rendering of the corresponding magnitude of traction stress, which ranges from violet (5.00  102 dyn/cm2) to red (2.00 
105 dyn/cm2). The strongest tractions, in red, were located at the leading edge as a sharply defined band. These forces were highly dynamic as was the
leading edge itself (white arrowheads). The trailing end of this cell also showed strong traction. However no significant traction was present around the
nucleus. (I–L) Color rendering of the corresponding normalized shear that ranges from violet (7.43  101 cm1) to red (6.50  104 cm1). A band of high
shear separates the leading edge from the main body of the cell. Scale bar, 20 m.
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(Fig. 3). The overall average of traction stresses was 3.03
104 dyn/cm2 with a standard deviation of 2.13  104 dyn/
cm2 (Table 1). When average compressive stresses were
calculated along different directions, we found that there
was a strong bias along the long axis of a steadily migrating
3T3 cell (Fig. 2 C).
Time-lapse analysis revealed that, in most cases, cells
undergoing steady migration maintained a band of strong
traction forces at the lamellipodium. Sub-regions within the
leading lamellipodium showed large spatial and temporal
variations in traction forces. Pockets of strong forces ap-
peared and disappeared constantly throughout this region,
with each pulse of traction lasting on average 24 min (Fig.
3, E–H). Transient strong traction forces, comparable in
magnitude to those in the lamellipodia, were also found at
lateral protrusions. However, they covered a smaller area
and appeared as isolated pulses rather than recurring events.
Further insights were provided by rendering images of
normalized shear values of the stress (Fig. 3, I–L). In cells
migrating at steady state, a band of high shear values, as
denoted by the bright region in color rendering, was found
just behind the lamellipodium, where traction forces
dropped sharply in magnitude and reversed in direction.
This suggests that the frontal region and the rest of the cell
are mechanically distinct domains. The lamellipodium re-
gion at times can be divided into multiple small domains
separated by regions of high shear. In contrast, normalized
shear values in the trailing end were typically low, as
denoted by the darkness in color rendering, despite the
presence of strong forces there in some cells (Fig. 3, E and
I). The rest of the cell body can be grouped into a few large
domains; a band of significant shear was typically found
beneath the nucleus, where weak forces from the two lateral
sides collided.
Relationship between traction forces and
cell migration
To determine the role of traction forces in cell migration, we
first examined the relationship between frontal traction
stress and local protrusive activities. As shown in Fig. 4,
A–D, during cell migration membrane protrusion and re-
traction occurred rapidly and dynamically along the leading
edge. These events showed no apparent correlation with the
appearance or disappearance of local traction forces
(Fig. 4).
A second possibility is that frontal traction is related to
the migration of the cell body, as suggested by the tight
correlation between the distribution of forces and the polar-
ity of the cell (Fig. 2). We have therefore focused on cells
that changed the direction of migration during the period of
observation (N  9). As shown in Fig. 5, redistribution of
traction forces can take place well in advance of the change
in cell polarity. The original leading edge maintained its
ruffling activity for an extended period of time with no
significant local traction forces, whereas strong sustained
traction forces started to develop in the region that subse-
quently became the leading edge (Fig. 5, D–F). These
observations support the notion that the spatial and temporal
pattern of traction forces dictates the direction of cell
migration.
Traction forces generated by H-ras transformed
NIH 3T3 cells
To determine the impact of oncogenic transformation on
traction forces, we used an H-ras transformed clone of NIH
3T3 cells (PAP2 cells), originally selected for their ability to
metastasize in chick embryos (Bondy et al., 1985; Egan et
al., 1987). Morphologically, PAP2 cells were poorly polar-
ized, exhibiting multiple transient protrusions instead of a
well-defined lamellipodium (Fig. 6 A). Cell migration was
affected by these protrusions, which appeared to drag the
cells in a disorganized fashion. These cells migrated with a
poor directional stability yet at a higher average speed of
0.31 m/min, as compared with 0.19 m/min for normal
cells.
Although the traction stresses exerted by PAP2 cells were
generally directed inward as in normal cells, significant
forces were found only in small pockets near the tip of
multiple scattered protrusions (Fig. 6 B). Furthermore, there
was no region that could be unambiguously identified as the
trailing end, based on either the morphology or force char-
acteristics. The average traction magnitude, 9.97  103
dyn/cm2 with a standard deviation of 3.06  103 dyn/cm2
(Table 1), was markedly reduced as compared with that for
normal cells (p  0.02). In addition, traction forces gener-
ated by PAP2 cells showed no angular directionality, in
contrast to what was observed in normal cells (Fig. 6 C).
Time-lapse analysis of the traction stress indicated that
the distribution of forces in PAP2 cells was very unstable
(Fig. 7, E–H). Although the average duration of each trac-
tion event, 22–23 min, was similar to that in normal cells, no
region was able to develop a concentration of traction forces
or to maintain the activity for any extended period of time.
TABLE 1 Average traction stress for migrating normal NIH
3T3 and H-ras transformed fibroblasts
Cell number
Average traction stress (dyn/cm2)
3T3 Pap2
1 1.07  104 1.43  104
2 1.81  104 7.80  103
3 2.67  104 9.95  103
4 4.17  104 7.81  103
5 3.69  104
6 8.08  104
7 2.21  104
8 1.67  104
9 1.94  104
Mean 3.03  104 9.97  103
SD 2.13  104 3.06  103
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FIGURE 4 Membrane protrusion and traction
stress at the leading edge of a migrating normal 3T3
fibroblast. (A–D) Phase contrast images of a migrat-
ing NIH 3T3 fibroblast at t  0, 44 s, 1 min 27 s,
and 2 min 6 s. The outline of the cell at the previous
time point is drawn as white lines in panels B–D.
Open arrowheads indicate the sites of retraction and
closed arrowheads identify the sites of protrusion.
(E–H) Color rendering of the corresponding mag-
nitude of traction stress, which ranges from violet
(2.30  102 dyn/cm2) to red (1.55  105 dyn/
cm2). Arrowheads indicate protrusive/retraction ac-
tivities as in phase images. Lamellipodial protru-
sion/retraction can take place both during the peak
of local traction stress and during a period without
significant traction forces. Circular white traces in-
dicate the position of the nucleus in E–H. Scale bar,
20 m
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FIGURE 5 Traction stress generated by a migrating normal 3T3 fibroblast during directional change. (A–C) Phase contrast images of a migrating NIH
3T3 fibroblast at t  0, 18 min 55 s, and 121 min 26 s. Arrows in A and C indicate the direction of cell migration. The outline of the cell at the previous
time point is drawn as white lines in B and C. The cell shows a 90° change in direction. (D–F) Color rendering of the corresponding magnitude of traction
stress, which ranges from violet (1.07  102 dyn/cm2) to red (1.90  105 dyn/cm2). White arrowheads identify pockets of strong traction stress. Changes
in the overall distribution of traction stress become apparent before the cell changes its polarity (E). One end of the cell shows strong traction before
developing into a leading edge (E, arrowhead). Some protrusive activities persist at the original leading edge whereas the local traction stress drops to a
very low level (B and E). Circular white traces indicate the position of the nucleus in D–F. Scale bar, 20 m
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In contrast to normal cells where a band of high shear was
present at the base of lamellipodia, pockets or bands of high
shear values scattered in numerous locations and migrated
chaotically (Fig. 7, I–L). Therefore, transformed cells were
able to develop transient protrusions and tractions but were
unable to turn them into a stable lamellipodium.
DISCUSSION
We have developed a new imaging technique, traction force
microscopy, to map mechanical forces generated by normal
and H-ras transformed fibroblasts. This approach combines
flexible substrates, digital imaging, and computation to de-
convolve substrate deformation into the distribution of me-
chanical forces. The use of an automatic deformation de-
termination algorithm, the improved spatial and temporal
resolution, and the color rendering of traction parameters
have greatly increased the efficiency and power of this
approach beyond its predecessor or other force mapping
techniques (Dembo and Wang, 1999). New features in the
present study include time-lapse analysis of traction field
relative to cell migration, the generation of shear pattern for
identifying discrete mechanical domains, and the elucida-
tion of differences in substrate mechanical interactions of
normal versus transformed cells.
Traction forces exerted by normal cells on the
substrate: a frontal towing model for 3T3
cell migration
Our results showed that all traction forces generated by NIH
3T3 cells are pointed toward the center of the cell, with the
strongest forces concentrating near the very tip of the la-
mellipodia and dropping precipitously toward the central
region. These observations generally agree with what we
reported with Swiss 3T3 cells using static methods (Dembo
and Wang, 1999; Pelham and Wang, 1999). Furthermore,
new results from this study indicate that traction at the
leading edge does not correlate directly with local protru-
sive activities, but with the overall direction of cell migra-
tion. As shown in Fig. 2 C, although traction forces are
generated at scattered sites, the direction of maximal com-
pressive stress generally lies parallel to the long axis of
steadily migrating cells. In addition, the distribution of
traction forces changes before changes in the direction of
cell migration. Protrusive regions that show persistent trac-
tion forces develop into dominant lamellipodia, whereas
those with only transient traction activities retract quickly.
Therefore, the polarity of cell migration is not determined
FIGURE 6 Spatial organization of traction stress generated by a migrat-
ing H-ras transformed NIH 3T3 fibroblast. (A) Phase contrast image of a
migrating H-ras transformed NIH 3T3 fibroblast. Arrow indicates the
direction of cell migration. Note the absence of a well-defined leading edge
and trailing edge. (B) Color rendering of the corresponding magnitude of
traction stress, which ranges from violet (9.20  102 dyn/cm2) to red
(3.60  105 dyn/cm2), using the same color-mapping scheme as that for
normal cells in Fig. 2. Compared with normal fibroblasts, the overall
magnitude of traction stress is markedly reduced, as is the spatial organi
zation. (C) Angular distribution of average compressive stress, showing the
lack of angular asymmetry in contrast to what is seen in Fig. 2. Scale bar,
20 m.
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by membrane protrusion per se but by the subsequent de-
velopment of firm adhesion and traction forces, which may
play a role in sustaining the local protrusive activities and in
pulling the cell body forward. This mechanism allows the
cell to send local protrusions in various directions to probe
the environment while maintaining a steady course of
movement.
In addition, the shear field of traction indicates that nor-
mal cells can be divided into mechanically discrete seg-
ments or zones. The lamellipodium is separated from the
FIGURE 7 Dynamics of traction stress generated by a migrating H-ras transformed NIH 3T3 fibroblast. (A–D) Phase image of a migrating H-ras
transformed NIH 3T3 fibroblast at t  0, 6 min, 12 min, and 18 min. Arrows in A and D indicate the direction of cell migration. Note the multiple
leading-edge-like protrusions. (E–H) Color rendering of the corresponding magnitude of traction stress, which ranges from violet (5.00  102 dyn/cm2)
to red (2.00  105 dyn/cm2) using the same color scheme as in Fig. 3. The magnitude of traction was sharply reduced as compared with that in normal
cells. In addition, traction stress was exerted at small, highly unstable pockets along the perimeter of the cell (arrowheads). (I–L) Color rendering of the
corresponding normalized shear that ranges from violet (5.80 101 cm1) to red (2.00 104 cm1). The unstable, complex pattern of shear bands suggests
a mechanically fragmented cell body. Scale bar, 20 m.
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rest of the cell by a high shear zone (Fig. 3). The rest of the
cell consists of one or several domains, which generate
resisting forces against the forward movement. These drag-
ging forces spread across a large region of the cell and
sometimes show a strong focus at the tail. Together, these
results can be explained with a frontal towing model for cell
migration (Fig. 8, A and C). We propose that the leading
lamellipodium consists of one or more transient towing
units, which adhere firmly and transmit strong retrograde
forces to the substrate. The body of the cell adheres more
weakly to the substrate, allowing it to be dragged forward
by the frontal towing zone as a mechanically coherent
cargo. The towing zone is connected to the cell body via an
elastic transition zone, as suggested by a band of high shear
in the lamella region, which facilitates the transmission of
contractile forces from the cell body to the leading edge.
The generation/transmission of contractile forces in this
elastic transition zone, combined with the firm anchorage at
the front, provides the forces responsible for towing the
cargo. To maintain a steady state, this mechanism must be
sustained by the continuous formation of new towing units
at the leading edge, driven by the assembly of new actin
filaments and adhesion sites (Wang, 1985; Depasquale and
Izzard, 1987; Small et al., 1998). Furthermore, the detach-
ment, transport, and incorporation of aged towing zones into
the cargo zone likely gives rise to the retrograde flow of
membrane and cortical components, commonly observed in
the lamella region (Heath, 1983).
This frontal towing model is supported not only by the
present results but also by a number of past observations. A
similar mechanism has been previously speculated by Har-
ris et al. (1980), based on the compression of silicone
substrates behind the leading edge. In addition, the exis-
tence of a transition zone between the lamellipodium and
the cell body is consistent with the organization of actin and
myosin II (Svitkina et al., 1997) and the unique behavior of
membrane proteins in this region (Ishihara et al., 1988). The
idea that the frontal region contains sufficient components
for driving cell migration is further supported by the auton-
omous movement of small cytoplasmic fragments derived
from the lamella (Albrecht-Buehler, 1980; Malawista and
DeBoisefleury-Chevance, 1982; Verkhovsky et al., 1999).
However, important questions remain concerning the mo-
lecular mechanisms for the generation and transmission of
mechanical forces. Our previous studies indicated that these
forces are generated predominantly by actin-myosin-II-
based contractions (Pelham and Wang, 1999). Where the
forces are generated and how the contractions are regulated
remains unclear. Also of great importance is the character-
ization of substrate adhesions (DiMilla et al., 1991). Be-
cause large focal adhesions are typically localized behind
the region of strong traction (Pelham and Wang, 1999), we
speculate that small, nascent adhesions at the leading edge
are more active in transmitting traction forces. Moreover,
because the rate of cell migration is determined by a com-
bination of traction forces and adhesiveness, a complete
picture would require the determination of the strength and
regulation of cell adhesion. Finally, it is important to note
that the pattern of traction forces for 3T3 cells differs
significantly from that for fish keratocytes and possibly
other cell types such as leukocytes (Oliver and Jacobson,
1999; Burton et al., 1999). Thus, different types of cells, or
cells under different conditions or morphologies, may use
different mechanisms for their migration.
What went wrong in H-ras transformed 3T3 cells
Previous studies with silicone substrates have indicated
drastic reductions in the number of wrinkles generated by
transformed fibroblasts (Harris et al., 1981; Leader et al.,
1983). However, due to the poor resolution of the approach,
it was difficult to determine if the effects were due to
weakening of the forces, the disorganization of forces, or
rapid changes in the distribution of forces. The present study
has identified a number of striking differences between the
traction forces of normal and H-ras transformed cells. In
H-ras transformed cells the magnitude of traction stresses is
reduced as compared with that in normal cells, although the
duration of local traction activities at the protrusion remains
similar. Furthermore, forces exerted by H-ras transformed
cells become radially symmetric and scatter among small
FIGURE 8 Model for the migration of normal and H-ras transformed NIH 3T3 fibroblasts. (A) Structural model of normal NIH 3T3 fibroblasts. We
propose that normal 3T3 cells consist of three distinct mechanical regions: towing zone, elastic transition zone, and cargo zone. Towing zone is located
at the front lamellipodium where propulsive traction forces are exerted on the substrate. It is also the region for the assembly of new actin cytoskeleton.
The main body of the cell composes the cargo zone. It is connected to the towing zone through an elastic transition zone, which is located in the lamella
region. This transition region serves the important function of generating and/or transmitting the contractile forces for cell migration. In addition, active
centripetal cortical flow in this region incorporates new cytoskeleton formed in the towing zone into the cell body. Adhesions under the cargo zone and
at the trailing end generate the dragging force and have to be released for sustained cell migration. (B) Structural model of H-ras transformed 3T3 fibroblasts.
H-ras transformation of 3T3 cells results in the formation of multiple, small towing zones. A combination of multiple towing zones and disorganized elastic
transition zones gives rise to complex, unstable traction forces and erratic cell movement. As a result the cargo zone becomes highly fragmented. Weakened
adhesions likely account for the increased speed of movement. (C) Frontal towing model of 3T3 cell migration, broken down into discrete steps. Triangles
represent substrate adhesion sites. Arrows represent the direction of movement relative to the substrate. Waved lines represent the flexible transition zone
between the frontal towing zone (red outline) and the cargo zone (blue outline). In reality these steps probably take place simultaneously; i.e., new towing
zones are assembled as existing ones are exerting traction forces.
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pockets, which likely gives rise to the loss of a defined
polarity.
The disorganization of traction forces in transformed
cells is further demonstrated by the drastically different
shear images. Compared with the shear images of normal
cells, those of H-ras transformed cells show multiple small,
unstable towing domains along the cell perimeter, with
neither an organized front nor a well-defined tail. These
disorganized towing domains appear to act against one
another, trying to drag the cell body in multiple directions.
Combined with the weak substrate adhesion of H-ras trans-
formed cells (Shin et al., 1999), these changes in mechanical
activities can easily contribute to the erratic, invasive motile
behavior of PAP2 cells.
What might lead to the drastic changes in traction forces
in transformed cells? We notice that similar transient pro-
trusions are present in both normal and transformed cells.
However, in normal cells lateral protrusions are short lived
whereas those along the direction of cell migration amplify
into a wide expanse of lamellipodium. Therefore, an attrac-
tive possibility is that the polarity in normal cells is main-
tained by a local positive feedback mechanism that ampli-
fies and maintains adhesion sites and traction activities at
the leading edge, and possibly by a distal negative feedback
mechanism that suppresses the protrusive/adhesion activi-
ties elsewhere. Such a coordination mechanism may be
impaired in transformed cells, due to defects in signal trans-
duction. Previous studies have suggested potential interac-
tions between signaling pathways mediated by H-ras and
the small GTP-binding proteins, including rac and rho,
which are known to modulate both actin organization and
myosin II contractility (Narumiya et al., 1997; Hall, 1998;
Rottner et al., 1999). In addition, H-ras may disrupt the state
of protein tyrosine phosphorylation, particularly the focal
adhesion kinase (FAK) and paxillin, which are associated
with focal adhesion and believed to play a role in regulating
adhesion-activated transmembrane signals (Parsons, 1996;
Ilic et al., 1997).
In addition to cell migration, traction forces are likely to
play a role in the loss of growth regulation in transformed
cells. The exertion of active traction stresses induces strains
and hence structural modifications within the cell-substra-
tum linkages, the cell membrane, or the cytoskeleton. These
structural changes could in turn modulate the catalytic ac-
tivity of enzymes, the susceptibility of substrates, and/or the
conductance of ion channels (Boudreau and Jones, 1999;
Giancotti and Ruoslahti, 1999; Gumbiner, 1996; Katz and
Yamada, 1997; Schoenwaelder and Burridge, 1999;
Schwartz and Baron, 1999). Accumulating evidence from
mechanical stimulation and fluid shear experiments indi-
cates that mechanical forces can affect gene expression, cell
cycle, and apoptosis (Sadoshima and Izumo, 1993; Davies,
1995; Schwartz and Baron, 1999; Grinnell et al., 1999). By
exerting weaker, disorganized forces to the substrate, PAP2
cells would also receive weaker, disorganized mechanical
input and respond with altered growth behavior (Lukashev
and Werb, 1998). Although the pathways leading to altered
motility and loss of growth control are likely different, the
common root in mechanical interactions explains why the
two are usually coupled in cancerous transformation.
The capacity of cells to use traction forces for the regu-
lation of motility and growth bear far-reaching implications
on such biological phenomenon as contact inhibition,
wound healing, and development. Future studies utilizing
this novel traction force mapping technique will serve to
further our understanding of the mechanical interaction be-
tween cells and their environment as well as the impact of
this interaction on a wide spectrum of cellular functions.
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